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Overview and summary of key messages

• Why? Using five key pension outcomes to guide decisions

• How? Creating a simple, low-cost and efficient value chain

• Who? Focus on providers with scale, expertize & governance

• What? Innovative ways to take account of 3rd and 4th ages

• When? Lots of good work and working examples now



There are many ways in which people can receive 
income in retirement – pension and insurance 
products are only one way
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60/65 65/70 70/75 75/80 80/85 85+

Labor Income

Old-age state pension 

Private pension payout

Non-pension savings

Housing – direct rental income or imputed income

Family transfers and/or co-residence 

(Reduced) Labor income

Some (richer) people may have a mix
of all elements – some may have few
options. The mix varies significantly
across countries but something from
everything can help



Why have a pension pillar or pension system?

• Ultimately to provide income in old age – and until death

• Other drivers and benefits – but income in old age central

• A pension system cannot be properly assessed without knowing the 

payout phase

• Coverage – of contributors or recipients of pensions?

• Sustainability – funding levels, size of contributions but also political stability

• Adequacy – assets at 65? Decent replacement rate at 65 – or 75 or 85?

• Efficiency – costs and returns during accumulation – but also during payout?

• Security – is supervision during the accumulation phase integrated into 

decumulation phase, using the latest data, and supporting FinTech & SupTech?



Specific and measurable targets exist for each outcome

Outcome Potential indicators for the Payout Phase

Efficiency • Net of fee returns for phased withdrawals

• Costs of pay-out product

• Employment rates for older workers

Coverage • Coverage of people contributing to a pension

• Coverage of people receiving a pension (at 65/retirement age and 80)

• Gender gap in coverage of pensions

• Density of contributions by age and gender

Adequacy • Initial income at (early) retirement versus income when 80 or 85

• Gender differences in income level

• Relative income from pensions compared to poverty and average earnings – from private

pensions and from all pension sources

Sustainability • Capital adequacy / solvency of insurance providers

• Funding levels for Defined Benefit Pensions

• Rate of change of longevity for men and women

• Expected years of employment relative to expected retirement years

Security • Number of international standards fully met

• % of Occupational Defined Benefit assets legally separated from employer

• % Governing boards meeting good governance requirements



How to deliver payouts: create a simple, low-cost 
and efficient payout value chain that leverages scale



Falling unit costs of  administration and investment 
management kick in very early and persist as assets rise



Scale economies exist across different asset owners –
but not all get the same value 



The authorities should be seeking improvements at all 
stages of the value chain – and FinTech can potentially help
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In India the how and the who questions for pension payouts are linked - 5 
companies offer up to 4 products via a central quotation portal. The full 
insurance market has nearly 30 life insurers with dozens of products



Chile’s SCOMP annuity auction remains a good idea –
despite the active debate on improving pensions generally

“Overall, this paper finds that,

after controlling for other

regulatory changes and the

main determinants of annuity

rates, the new quotation

system raised annuity

payments by 15 percent”

(Morales and Larrain, 2017)



Making bulk purchases at the best time can significantly increase 
incomes or reduce costs relative to each worker being a price taker



Who should operate in the payout phase?
• Regulators and supervisors should focus on institutions with scale, 

expertize and good governance

• Poor governance is at the route of most if not all failures

• Good governance leads to improved returns and better cost control

• All pension funds or insurance providers should have these qualities or 

the potential to develop them – but governance can be in short supply

• Even in small countries the benefits of (increased) scale is important

• Developing or improving a payout phase can involve building on good 

governance where it exists to benefit memebers and/or restrict 

participation in the payout phase to only the highest quality providers



Poor Governance can play a big part in pension and 
insurance failures

Brown and 

Balasingham 

reviewed 

insurance 

failures since 

1787 to uncover 

five main 

features of bad 

governance



Good governance on the other hand can have 
major benefits

Clark and Urwin 2007
“almost all of our best-
practice funds had a
performance margin 2% per
annum or more over their
benchmarks”

CEM Benchmarking and
Ambachtsheer
The benefits of the
‘Canadian Model’ of large,
well-governed pension
funds with expert
investment and operations
have added value equal to
$4.2 billion annually over
the past 10 years relative to
a comparable sample of 132
global funds.



Proposals in Australia aimed to use good governance from 
the accumulation phase to help members in the payout phase 
with a simple default alongside choice



What should be offered? Compare 5 broad options

i. Lump-sum payouts

ii. Integrating phased withdrawals into reformed public pension

iii. Using a phased withdrawal with deferred annuities

iv. Annuities

v. Non-insured variable annuities



Recent experience from Peru and the UK shows allowing unrestricted choice 
will lead to a dramatic shift from income products to lump-sums - increasing 
old-age poverty and lead to a failure to acheive good outcomes

Source: SBS - number of people Pension Products Chosen by AFP members 2014-2017



One innovation is to increase state pension payment at very old 
ages so private savings (and some work income) only need to fill a 
specific window of time which is simpler to achieve
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60/65 65/70 70/75 75/80 80/85 85+

Labor Income

Private pension payout – higher each 

year for fixed period of time

Old-age state pension

Source: Price (2017)

Higher level of state pension 
(taxed or means tested) for 
smaller longer-lived group



Source: NEST Pensions UK ‘A Blueprint for Retirement Income’ 20

For many countries a potentially powerful mix of phased withdrawal, some 
lump sum and a deferred annuity has the potential to provide solutions to 
the 3rd and 4th age of retirement

Source: NEST, UK



The Central Provident Fund in Singapore now provides a 
form of variable life annuity that is a useful model to explore.
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Source: CPF, Singapore



When? Never a better time than now ...

• Interamerican Development Bank (IDB) Best Practice Guidelines for 

the Payout Phase for the IDB Pensions in Latin America and the 

Caribbean network

• D3P Society of Actuaries (SOA) Project – creating the legislative, 

regulatory and technical models that can help implementation and 

delivery of new payout phases – moving from academic papers to day-

to-day guide

• NEST UK Proposal for Phased Withdrawal linked to Deferred Annuity

• Singapore Central Provident Fund and Sweden Pension Agency –

working examples of non-insured variable life annuities



When?

2018 20192018 2019


